
COMMUNITY RECYCLING 
CENTER.
MAXIMIZE DIVERSION.

Hyd-A-Way Recycle

STORAGE COLLECTION TRANSFER



High Profile Aesthetics & Visibility
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Clean & Efficient Collection

(Leasing options available.)

High profile locations and 24/7 
convenience maximizes 
diversion.

Custom openings ensure the 
cleanest material streams.

Onboard pressure washer 
keeps containers clean and 
odorless.

Small footprint makes 
efficient use of space at high 
profile locations.

Unique “No-Touch-to-
Dump”™ method maintains 
container aesthetics.

This semi-automated 
system loads 6 yds³ (4.5 
m³) in under 3 minutes and 
turns your program into a 
highly efficient, low cost 
operation.

High compaction trucks 
maximize payloads and 
direct delivery routing 
streamlines collection to 
reduce fuel, trucking and 
labor costs.

Galvanneal steel panels and a Dupont 
powder paint finish ensures a long life 
and great program aesthetics.

Lid water seal keeps moisture 
out to maintain quality.

Split or single containers 
up to 6 yds³ (4.5 m³) 
allow  multi-material 

Material openings are low 
height and user friendly.

Hyd-A-Way containers are strategically 
placed in high traffic areas such as shopping 
malls and grocery stores and have proven to 
substantially increase participation and recovery rates.

The Hyd-A-Way system is an ideal compliment to 
curbside programs offering convenient drop-off 
solutions for residents from multi-family dwellings.

Capacity
3.25 m3 (4.25 yd3)

Length
3 050 mm (120 in)

Width (container)
1 850 mm (73 in)

HL4T
Width (concrete step)

2 120 mm (83-1/2 in)
Height

2 040 mm (80-1/2 in)
Loading Height

930 mm (36 in)

Capacity
4.5 m3 (6 yd3)

Length
3 050 mm (120 in)

Width (container)
2 380 mm (93-1/2 in)

HL6T
Width (concrete step)

2 120 mm (83-1/2 in)
Height

2 040 mm (80-1/2 in)
Loading Height

930 mm (36 in)


